Spatial Geomorphic Deterministic Approach on Land Use & Change of Agricultural Practice of Purba Medinipur Coastal Area, W.B., India - A Case Study
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Abstract: Coastal area is a dynamic geomorphic unit. Many geomorphic processes are the playing role on coastal area and also deterministic events have been dominated on land use pattern and agricultural practice. Floods, shifting of shoreline, shifting of sand dune, salt water invasion, coastal and river bank erosion are the most effective geomorphic process, which are the determinant to change of agricultural practice and pattern. Agricultural land, fish farm, saltpan, grazing land, forest land and also settlement are changing due to coastal geomorphic deterministic way. Coastal erosion and shifting of dunes are very sensitive issue for agricultural practice of Kanthi coastal plain. The rate of coastal erosion about 8-12m/year and shifting of dune rate about 6-8m/year. The sand dunes are shifting towards the land and also capture the agricultural land, as a result change of cropping pattern is found in this area. Food crops cultivation, commercial crop cultivation, horticulture, aquaculture are affected due to timely action of geomorphic hazards.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coastal area is a dynamic geomorphic unit. Coastal zone includes of land-sea interaction with complex environmental setting. Many geomorphic processes are playing the crucial role on the coastal area. Wind and Tidal waves base activity, salt-sediment base activities are the most important processes in coastal geomorphic area. Coastal floods, shifting of shoreline, shifting of sand dune, salt water invasion, coastal and river bank erosion are the most effective geomorphic process and environmental change.

II. ROLE OF GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES ON THE STUDY AREA

Coastal geomorphic deterministic events are dominated on land use pattern and agricultural practice in Contai (Kanthi) coastal area. Agricultural land, fish farm, saltpan, grazing land, forest land and also settlement area are changing due to coastal geomorphic deterministic events in this study area. Food crops cultivation, commercial crop cultivation, horticulture, aquaculture are affected due to temporal and seasonal action of geomorphic hazards.

III. LOCATION AND IDENTIFICATION

Kanthi coastal tract under Contai subdivision in Purba-Medinipur, W.B.(INDIA) sprawl over the geographical extension of .Latitude-21°32’N to 21°55’30”N, Longitude-87°30’30”E to 87°55’30”E. Total length of coastal tract - 50 Km along the coast. Total geographical area -75 sq km. which is consisted of Ramnagar Block-I & II under the Kanthi coastal plain. Ramagar –I & II Block spreads over 6 villages viz - Dolbolda village, Lachimpur village, Jamra village, Somaibosan, Gongadharpur, Jogaibosan. The geographical area is cover by SOI Toposheet no 73 (1/6, 73 (1/10, 73(9/16 and Indian 108-57(IRS-LISS-3)
IV. PROBLEMS TO BE INVESTIGATED

Geomorphic terrain base coastal flood, coastal erosion, Shifting of Sand dune affected problems and their impact on agricultural land use and agricultural practice are to be taken into consideration. Changing land use pattern due to geomorphic aspect on study area & Food crops based agricultural crop field rapidly change into commercial crops field in and around the study area. Socio economic condition of the study area is to be investigated.

V. OBJECTIVES

The authors analyze the present research questionnaire with some of the specific objectives which are noted below.
1. To study the geomorphic aspect of the study area.
2. To analyze the Coastal flood, Shifting of Sand dune, salt water invasion related problems in the study area.
3. To assess the geomorphic determinism on agricultural practice in the study area.
4. To find out the land use pattern of the study area.
5. To recommend fruitful suggestions for the proper planning of land use pattern and agricultural practice.

VI. METHODOLOGY

The present research work includes a number of geomorphic analyses. Geomorphic terrain, slope based drainage alignment, soil structural-textural characteristics etc. have been analyzed into qualitative and quantitative approach. Literature survey, census survey, climatic data study, topographical map study and administrative map-data study along with pre-field work. Field work related with intensive field survey along with physical and socio-economic parameter based land use survey and perception survey in the study area. Post field work is related with geographic techniques based measurement and analysis through qualitative and quantitative approach.

VII. GEOMORPHOLOGY & GEOMORPHIC ASPECT OF THE STUDY AREA

Average surface elevation of the study area ranges in between 0 to 6m above the mean sea level. Gentle slope (below 10°) formation is the most important parameter of this area. Most part of the area is occupied by the coastal alluvial and older alluvial based sandy & sandy loamy soil. 55% area is covered by Contai basin when 20 % area is covered by Mogra basin and also10% area sprawls over Chandpur basin. Seasonal and coastal floods are the most effective morphological events in and around a wide geographical coverage under Ramnagar Block-I & II, Kanthi Block-I, II & III and attached Municipality. Khajuri Block-I & II, Nandigram-I & II, Chandipur. The terrain morphology of Part of Bhagabanpur -II is determined by coastal and seasonal flood, coastal erosion, salt water invasion and shifting of sand dune are the resultant factors of the said terrain morphology.
VIII. IMPACT OF SEASONAL AND COASTAL FLOODS IN STUDY AREA

Most part of the study area is frequently affected by some of the major geomorphic events among which coastal flood play the dominant role to change the land use pattern and agricultural practices. The major causative factors behind this geomorphic event are the nature of topography and relief of the study area. Apart from these, there are many more factors which are directly and indirectly involved to change the conventional agricultural practices. The following table represents the author’s observation on the cause and impact of this geomorphic event on the study area and its surrounding coastal parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geomorphic approach</th>
<th>Factors &amp; Causes</th>
<th>Effect.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Relatively low lying flat surface (elevation-1.7m to 2.5m).</td>
<td>2. Loss of standing crops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. High frequency of drainage and channel alignment</td>
<td>3. Crop damages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Large catchment area of river basin.</td>
<td>5. Damage of fish farm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Heavy rainfall in the coastal depression.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following table indicates the analysis of various geomorphic events from 1932 to 2012 in and around the study area. There we come to know the cause and effect of different geomorphic determinants and their longtime impact of those coastal area geomorphic events. The authors find the associated problems which are directly put a signature on the land use pattern and agricultural perspective. The coastal erosion is the main factors to change the amount of agricultural land. Later a flood map of the study area indicates the affected area and its intensity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Effect &amp; cause</th>
<th>Effected area</th>
<th>Associated problem in agriculture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1932-2012</td>
<td>Cyclonic storm and Tidal wave and cyclone, Storm surge, Heavy Rainfall Depression, Riverine flood.</td>
<td>Digha shore line, Digha estuary, Kanthi Coastal zone,</td>
<td>Damage of Crop, Fishing pond, Forest cover</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above table indicates the analysis of the geomorphic cause and impact of the shifting of sand dunes in and around the coastal area. There we also find an outcome of the cause and effect of different geomorphic determinants and their longtime impact of those coastal area geomorphic events especially shifting of sand dunes. The authors are in a position to highlight the impact on the agricultural activities and land use pattern, which are the resultant factors of the said geomorphic determinant.

The authors put some photographic scenario to prove the geomorphic events like soil loss, coastal erosion, shifting of sand dunes towards the agricultural lands, land reclamation, change of land use pattern, river bank erosion etc of the study area and its surrounding part.
IX. LAND USE AND AGRICULTURAL PRACTICE

Contai (Kanthi) coastal plain is a very rich resource area of Purba Medinipur, W.B. Most of the geographic regions of this part are generally covered with agriculture related economic activities. Food crop, commercial crop, plantation crop, horticultural crop and water based aquaculture take place in this region. Because geographic terrain based coastal & seasonal flood and coastal erosion are not favorable for food crop (rice) agriculture. So the habituated people rapidly change (dynamic change) their agricultural practices.

X. CHANGING LAND USE PATTERN AND AGRICULTURAL PRACTICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study &amp; Survey Area (Ramnagar Block-I)</th>
<th>Previous Land Use and Agricultural practice engage person in % (before 2000)</th>
<th>Present Land Use and Agricultural practice engage person in % (2012-2013)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Fishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talgachari-II Gram Panchayat</td>
<td>Dolbola Village</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lachimpur Village</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jamra Village</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alankerpur Gram Panchayat</td>
<td>Somaibosan</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gangadharpur</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jogabosan</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field Investigation and Socio-Economic Survey & Compiled by the Authors

XI. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION

The Contai (Kanthi) coastal plain is a very rich rich resource region mainly agricultural crop grown throughout the year. So Socio economic conditions of the coastal people depend on agricultural practice and products. However, their economic status is well and good. But, during the recent time, change of soil fertility, mainly low level fertility, salt water invasion, shifting of dunes, shifting of shore line, Channel bank erosion and also coastal erosion are the most effective and deterministic morphological activities to change the existing land use pattern and change of agricultural practice. About 75 sq km area of the coastal tract under goes to changing of agricultural practice. So it is the right time to think a valuable plan of the protection of agricultural land and a proper management way for the agricultural practice to keep sustainable development of the local habitant of these coastal belts of West Bengal. Because, the poor people highly depends on their land, soil, agriculture and agricultural practices even in this progressive time. To protect the agrarian economy the strategic plan and programmes should be adopted by the Government immediately because -

- Agriculture is the primary economic activity for growth and development of economic status.
- The agriculture is mostly dominated agro-based economy in the past and present scenario.
- Agriculture still holds the key of economic life in most of the developing nation, state, District and Block and also other small geographical sector/region.
- Agricultural lands are occupied for urbanization and land transformation due to urban growth.
- Existing agriculture lands are determined by some geomorphic attribute, these are terrain, ruggedness of relief, slope, erosion, hydrological quality and pedological setup quality.
- Land productivity and agricultural prospect determines some geomorphic interaction between geomorphology and geo environment.
- These are very essential for the planning and development of the Agriculture and Agro based urban environment location.
XII. POLICY OF FUTURE PLANNING OF THE STUDY AREA

Some initiatives can be taken for the growth and development of the agrarian activities and economy to cope up with the future demands. To maintain the agricultural system and their practices the following strategy may be recommended for the future planning.

- Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS) applicable on regional sector.
- Sustainable agricultural development.
- Expansion of urban areas should not be encouraged at fertile agricultural land.
- Development of rural infrastructure for land-suitable crop cultivation.
- Development of agro-irrigation system for Agricultural exploration.
- Soil and land conservation strategies.
- No investment on less fertile land for agriculture.
- Scientific system and techniques use for agriculture and crop pattern development.
- Good well communication on national and international agro based research Center.
- To needs agro-urban prospect report analysis, interpretation and development of information technology use and interaction on local, regional, block level, state level, national and also international field.
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